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Whispers turn into screaming headlines in Earl Ciel Phantomhive's morning paper as word of the

dead being resurrected takes society by storm. But when the unsavoury details of the business

reach Ciel's ear, he and his superlative butler, Sebastian, book themselves on a luxury liner to look

into these alleged miracles and the "Aurora Society" conducting them. As the waters lap and crash

all around the vessel, mysterious individuals gather under the banner of the "Phoenix." Ciel and

Sebastian may be one step closer to the truth, but have they sealed their fates by conducting an

investigation on what could easily become a floating coffin...?
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i really enjoyed this volume it was great you finally get to see the details and how the mystery with

sebastians death is all solved and how he did it and that hes still alive it was a set up. Things get

even more interesting when Elizabeth offers ciel a ticket to the Campania overseas. Stuff start to

happen when ciel and sebastian are on a case called ressurection and its about a group whos

ressurecting the dead and things dont turn out so smoothly.

I love the continuation of House of Murder and how Sebastian explains how everything actually

happened. I even like that Snake was brought back and given a small part to look forward to in the

series.



~4/5[More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on my

profile.](Contains some spoilers.)I took a long break from this series, and I shouldnâ€™t have done

that. The last volume ended on a slow note for me, I guess. And then I ended up picking this volume

a little while ago, because I had some extra money with me (which almost never happens), and

thought why not. And then I read the book and remembered why I love this series so much.This

series is just so exciting. The adventures are so fantastic, and perfectly horrific. And yet also very

funny. The characters are great. The art is gorgeous. And now I have the next three volumes to

read, so Iâ€™ve got to get this written up.The first couple chapters feature Arthur Conan Doyle, who

talks to Ciel and Sebastian, clearing up the whole mystery of the party. And then Snake, of the

circus (that I love), shows up, and ends up taking a position in the mansion, surprisingly

enough.Then Elizabeth (Cielâ€™s fiancÃ©, who I love) wants Ciel to go on a cruise with her, which

he only agrees to because he has a case taking place within it. There are some rather humorous

moments with Ciel, including with the Undertaker, who is also on board. But it turns out thereâ€™s a

secret society on the ship, and someone claiming to be able to bring the dead back to life. And this

ends with a cliffhanger featuring a rather horrific creature.Excitement is sure to be ahead! And

Iâ€™m excited!On a side note, I just saw the cover of volume 13, and realized that Elizabeth is on it.

And sheâ€™s on the cruise with Ciel. And sheâ€™s around a lot, when stuff is happening. And, you

guys, I really just want her to find out and be a part of everything. Please? Can that please

happen?Well, I guess Iâ€™ll find out if it does.On to the next volume!

This is the 11th volume in the Black Butler series. I have been really enjoying this manga series

overall. I thought volume 10 was weaker than the rest of the series. This volume is better again;

although not as spectacular as some of the volumes before 10.In this volume the events of the last

two volumes are explained in detail with all revealed. Then Ciel and Sebastian end up on a cruise

ship with Cielâ€™s intended. Most of the people think that Ciel is taking a well deserved break but

little do they know that really Ciel is following rumors of the Aurora Society, a Society that claims to

be able to wake the dead.It was nice to have the events of the previous two volumes explained in

detail (I was still a bit confused about why what happened happened in volume 10). I am also happy

to have that story line tied up because, while it was very tongue in cheek and somewhat

entertaining, I was ready to move on.The last third of this book puts the reader in an interesting

place. We are on a cruise ship with a society that claims to be able to raise the dead (oh boy...this

scenario is just begging for trouble).It was wonderful to have Sebastian back in the story. The

Undertaker is also in the story for the last part of the book (he is one of my favorite characters).The



illustration continues to be beautifully done. I really enjoy the high quality and entertainment value of

these mangas.Overall an excellent continuation of this manga series. I continue to find this manga

series highly entertaining and very enjoyable. I would definitely recommend to those who enjoy

Victorian paranormal themes to their manga.

I got this manga because it's roughly where the anime left off. They don't follow exactly the same

flow but it felt like the least overlap. Jeez, I love these characters. There's something super

compelling about Ciel and Sebastian's relationship, a combination of dark wit, sassy submission

and intrigue.

This volume is the first one in the series that I was moved to write a review for. I generally don't like

the story of the Titanic (well, it's not strictly the Titanic, but there are too many similarities to discount

the thought), but this one brings some twists to an old plot. For Black Butler, this is an over-the-top

volume, and it is full of surprises, and some laugh-out-loud moments. I especially like the way the

mangaka built the tension to an almost unbearable point before springing the surprise ending. I

recommend this volume to everyone who likes Victorian Goth (that's what I call it).

This installment wasn't one of my personal favorites. I could feel the story getting a little tedious. I

found the recent events in the past couple of volumes to be quite uninteresting.As always, though,

the art is excellent- not to mention we're starting the ship arc, and......our favorite reapers will return!
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